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 “The Exhilaration Of Upheaval” : Boog City Festival, Brooklyn, 8/7/16 
 
 
When I was approached by email back in June by Geoffrey Gatza to 
join his panel on poetry and art (“The Exhilaration Of Upheaval”), I 
was thrown for a loop, not simply because I have never written on the 
relation of poetry to the visual arts, but more problematically because, 
at the moment of my reply, my feeling as a scholar-poet was that I 
didn’t really have much interest in the topic. 
 
Geoffrey wrote back:  
 
“I thought you would be a great panelist after recalling our talks on art 
and seeing your Android poems, they have a very visual feel to them 
that is, to my eye related to many arts movements… By manipulating 
the viewer to create confusion, your poetry plays with the idea of the 
mortality of language confronted with the power of a transitory 
appearance, which is, by being restricted in time, much more intense 
than mainstream poetics.” 
 
That sounded great & I figured he must understand something about 
my work that I didn’t, or at least that was the hope.  
 
Later, I was confronted with a simple truth to which I had been 
inexplicably blind: of the eight short “books” I have managed to get 
out into the world over the past thirty some years (nine, if I include the 
collaborative “matchbook” Para Walter Benjamin), five have been 
artist’s books produced in collaboration w/ artists; two of the others 
have cover photographs taken by my photographer wife, Anne 
Rosēn, and my first, self-published book (1983) presents on its cover, 
as a sort of visual cue, a prominent glyph: the capitalized letters “X” 
and “O” (spelling the proper name “Xo”). Indeed, it occurred to me 
that virtually all of my work, up to and including the work in progress 
Shrinkrap, which Geoffrey alludes to as the “Android poems,” can be 
said to represent a deep and pervasive engagement with the field of 
visual art. This would also include the two-columned, face-to-face text 
of my ongoing “epic without organs” (excerpts from which recently 
appeared under the title “Ship of State”), and even the recent 
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collaborative installation of the “Ralph Maud Collection of Charles 
Olson’s Books” as both a replica library and conceptual art piece in 
the seaside town of Gloucester (MA). So the question now facing me, 
in my reluctance to accept Geoffrey’s invitation, why was I blind to 
this truth about my own work? Why didn’t I recognize myself as a 
writer for whom visual art seems key?  
 
Speaking as one writer among others whose work has not gained 
acceptance into what Geoffrey calls the “mainstream,” at a time when 
everything seems increasingly “mainstream,” I think my initial puzzled 
reaction to Geoffrey’s invitation had to do w/ my assumption that it 
was simply the reality of rejection and marginalization that led me to 
work with artists. I found a venue for my work where I could.  
I dismissed the importance of my engagement with visual art 
because, looking back, I remembered it as nothing more than the 
only way I could get my work out into the public sphere, “published.” 
 
My friendship with the French artist Richard Meier of Voix Editions, 
who I had known for a long time, first set me on my path. Since the 
mid-1970s, when he adopted the artist’s book as his chosen medium, 
he has produced hundreds of limited-edition artist’s books. During a 
visit to New York, he offered to publish my Letters from Mu: Part I, 
which was the first installment from a work in progress. I knew from 
experience that no US publisher would touch it: not only was I 
unknown, but my work was unusual and perceived as transgressive, 
since it was essentially premised on returning poetry back to its 
origins in mythological story telling. As a result of that conversation 
with Richard Meier, I collaborated in 1999 with a friend, the Swiss 
abstract artist Gilgian Gelzer, in Paris. In response to my work he 
produced a series of some 55 drawings that were subsequently 
interspersed between the pages of the book’s twelve chapters. After 
that, in short order, through a network of associates in France, I 
collaborated on two small artist’s books and a series of woodblock 
prints with the French artist Scanreigh.  
 
The point is: I did not necessarily see these initial collaborations with 
artists as representing any particular interest in the visual arts. But 
when I consider the trajectory of my writing since then—the way in 
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which it continues to gravitate, however distantly, toward the field of 
visual art—I begin to ask myself whether I’m not bringing into my 
work a vision that is determined in large part by that field. 
 
A visual element began to insinuate itself into my own texts at the 
same time that I continued to collaborate with artists on the making of 
artist’s books: namely, w/ Anne Rosēn—on the book Translation 
(2010), as well as on the aforementioned “matchbook” Para Walter 
Benjamin (2011)—and again with Gilgian Gelzer on En Terre Perdue 
(2013), my translation into French of Letters from Mu: Part I, for which 
he produced 22 new color drawings in the “Addendum.”  
 
The artist’s book Translation presents highly torqued “translations”—
homophonic translations, a “flash” translation, the translation of a 
forgery—from Baudelaire, Lautréamont, Mallarmé and Rimbaud. In 
her series of photographs accompanying the texts, Anne Rosēn uses 
a variety of techniques—overlay, double exposure, composites, HDR,  
collage, imitation silkscreen—to play, like the texts themselves, with 
the idea that translation from one language to another can also 
function as an image for the translation of one art form (in this case, 
photography) into another, i.e. for a process in which the passage 
from one form to another both preserves and renews the art itself.  
 
When I consider the aforementioned translation of Letters from Mu 
(Part I), I find that I have to question another assumption. I had 
thought that the reason I chose to translate my own work-in-progress 
into another language was simply for the purpose of re-gathering in 
my mind the threads of a fictional narrative begun decades ago, and 
that I was trying to advance my narrative (while literally translating 
one artist’s book into another artist’s book). I was stepping back in 
order to jump further, as in the French expression, Il faut reculer pour 
mieux sauter—but in so doing I was also renewing a process in which 
the engagement with visual art continued to function as some sort of 
power source. The translation from English into French renewed the 
translatability of my text into an abstract visual field.  
 
In a nutshell, then, when I consider the visual element in my current 
work—the four vertical columns of text in “Shrinkrap,” which are 
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meant to suggest the flowing lines of code on the computers in The 
Matrix; or the two columns of texts in recent installments my “epic 
without organs,” whose inner outline is supposed to evoke the banks 
of a river or the trace of a current on the ocean’s surface—what I’ve 
come to see is that they represent an engagement with visual art that 
was not only there from the beginning, but that also determined the 
path I’ve followed.  
 
To describe that path, and try to square it away w/ “the exhilaration of 
upheaval,” I find it useful to fall back on Deleuze & Guattari’s A 
Thousand Plateaus, which I happen to be re-reading at the moment. 
In their parlance, my first artist’s book marked the opening of a line-
of-flight, and set me on the path of becoming-imperceptible. Alone in 
the wilderness, I had been called to join a wolf pack, and leave my 
desire to be part of the herd back in the dust of its own de-
territorialization. Of interest to me, in other words, is the way in which 
terms such as “line-of-flight,” “becoming-imperceptible,” “wolf pack,” 
“herd,” “de-territorialization”… like “becoming-animal,” “plane of 
consistency,” “haeceity,” “smooth space,” “faciality, “war-machine” or 
“nomad thought” all  belong to a conceptual apparatus dedicated to 
the process of becoming in the field of immanence of a here-and-
now. When I look to my own work, I think the inherent possibility of 
poetry becoming art, art becoming poetry—the process of the one’s 
potential translation into the other—serves a kindred conceptual 
vision to the one that animates A Thousand Plateaus. 
 
It should therefore not be surprising, in retrospect, that when Geoffrey 
in his email to me referred to our “talks on art,” what we were in effect 
talking about was the work of Marcel Duchamp, the godfather of 
conceptual art, in whom Geoffrey and I share a marked common 
interest. No artist casts as long a shadow on the process by which art 
might become pure poetry, and poetry serve as threshold to the pure 
here-and-now within a visual field, as does Duchamp. So perhaps I 
could sum up by saying that the problem for me on the “plane of 
consistency,” for which my work would articulate a solution, is how to 
shed light on that shadow. Certainly, I am not the only one…  
 
A final note. Most recently, the process of becoming-imperceptible—
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say, within the larger global movement of “the minoritarian becoming-
everything of everybody”—led me to the work of Cy Twombly. 
Subsequent to the release last April of a facsimile of Duchamp’s 
Green Box, about which Geoffrey and I exchanged a few emails, I 
went with my artist son to visit the Duchamp room at the Philadelphia 
Museum, specifically to see Duchamp’s two masterworks Le Grand 
Verre  and Etant Donnés. What I did not expect to see, and didn’t 
know about, was the addition to the museum, in a nearby room, of 
Twombly’s extraordinary series of paintings inspired by the Trojan 
war, Fifty Days at Iliam. Indeed, the bottom line of what I have to say 
is: if you haven’t been there, go. The passage from the Duchamp 
room to the room that contains Twombly’s Fifty Days at Iliam is like a 
Mobius strip on which the end of art forever meets the beginning of 
poetry in a present moment that is ours.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


